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Abstract
Advanced clock-delayed1 and self-resetting domino circuits
are becoming increasingly important design styles in aggressive
synchronous as well as asynchronous design. Their design is particularly challenging due to the two-sided timing constraints
needed to ensure their correctness. This paper proposes a relative-timing based technique to help verify such timed circuits.
The main idea is to perform an untimed analysis to identify circuit paths for which delay-ordering constraints ensure that the
circuit works. The timing verification of these delays is then
reduced to standard simulation or a much simpler bounded delay
analysis.
The benefit of this approach is three fold. First, it reduced
the verification complexity exponentially by avoiding the modeling of explicit clocks. Second, it allows designers to design their
circuits very aggressively, ensuring only that the relative path
delays are met. Third, it facilitates fast incremental timing verification in response to design changes that do not affect the gatelevel netlist.
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Introduction

Many of aggressive timed (asynchronous) circuits and clockdelayed/self resetting domino synchronous circuits have demonstrated significant performance gains at the expense of complicated two-sided timing constraints that existing static timing
analysis have difficulty in verifying [8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14]. Designers have observed that the key property that must be met to
ensure correct operations is the relative ordering of signal transitions [2, 3, 4]. In some cases, it is possible for the designer to
identify these signal transitions and use them as constraints in a
synthesis algorithm [3, 7]. In this paper, we focus on the associated verification problem. In particular, our verification goal is to
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find a (minimal) set of easily verifiable relative timing constraints necessary and sufficient to make the circuit work.
While recent researches have produced some good results on
timing verification of these styles of circuits [5, 12], their methods still suffer from the limitations of explicitly modeling timing.
The major problems, which are the motivation of our research,
are the followings:
•

•

•

They are limited to relatively small circuits because of the
double exponential complexity of the general explicit-state
based verification problem (state space + timing).
Timing margins need to be modeled as min-max delays over
all gates that are valid across process variations. This often
forces designers to be more conservative than if they were
required to meet constraints on relative path delays.
Minor design changes that affect bounds require complete
re-verification.

In the following section, we describe our new methodology
and how it can overcome these limitations. Section 3 introduces
the necessary background material to understand our algorithm to
find the relative timing constraints. Section 4 shows some definitions used in our technique. Section 5 describes the algorithms in
detail that generate a set of relative timing constraints. Section 6
illustrates the applications of our algorithms to a couple of examples and Section 7 concludes the paper.
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Relative Timing (RT) based verification

2.1 Verification methodology
This section gives an intuitive overview of our relative timing verification methodology through the application to a simple
circuit depicted in Figure 1.
Let us assume that a signal on node B control the output
value of NOR gate (node A) and that there is a positive signal
transition on B. This transition will trigger a negative signal transition on node A and a positive signal transition on node x consequently. If a positive signal transition on node x comes earlier
than a negative signal transition on node A, a signal value on
node y will be stable HIGH. If a negative signal transition on

node A comes earlier than a positive signal transition on node x, a
signal value on node y should have a negative pulse. However, if
a positive signal transition on node x comes later than a negative
signal transition on node A but earlier than a negative signal transition on node y, then it is a hazard because a signal transition on
node y is disabled without being fired after having been enabled.
Consider the case where the stable HIGH and negative pulse are
both acceptable circuit behaviors, but the runt pulse is not.
Explicit-timing based verification require the designer to
provide upper and lower bounds of all gate delays and perform an
expensive timing verification to deduce whether this circuit
works. In contrast, we propose to find a set of relative timing
constraints on path delays that guarantees the correctness of circuit operations. In particular, our algorithm yields the following
type of constraints:
•
•
•

If “
” path delay is smaller than “
” path, y is
stable high → OK;
If “
” path delay is larger than “
” path, y has
negative pulse → OK;
Otherwise, a runt pulse (or hazard) can occur → FAILURE.

•
•

One problem is that such a set of relative timing constraints
that satisfy the above features may not exist for some circuits and
set of transitions. Consequently, in some cases we are forced to
yield conservative constraints which may limit the concurrency
of the circuit. For this reason, we also characterize a subset of circuits for which we believe we can obtain exact relative timing
constraints.

2.2 Advantages of Relative Timing based verification
In general, the relative timing based approach has the following advantages over existing explicit-timing based
approaches:
•

A
y
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x

Figure 1: relative-timing constraints on path delays
It is important to note that these constraints are generated
using an untimed reachability analysis of the circuit before layout
[17, 18, 19]. Consequently, it avoids the more expensive timed
reachability analysis. Nevertheless, the relative timing constraints still must be verified after layout. To do the latter, however, one can either use SPICE-level simulation or a simpler
timing analysis of a reduced acyclic graph with bounded delays
obtained via backannotation (e.g., [15]). Consequently, the hard
part of the problem is to find the relative timing constraints,
which is the focus of this paper.
More formally, the problem we propose to solve is the following. We assume the user describes a set of conditions in
which the circuit should not exhibit. This description can either
be implicit, such as the circuit should exhibit no hazards, or
explicit, such as a set of states of the circuit that should not be
entered. These conditions will be translated into a set of failure
transitions in our behavioral model of the circuit. Then, our task
is to find a set of relative timing constraints that have the following characteristics:
•

All paths must have a common source. This feature makes
the timing verification of these constraints intuitively easy to
understand and perform.

All paths must be minimal in length. This simplifies the
analysis.
The set of constraints must be necessary and sufficient to
avoid the failure transitions. Sufficiency guarantees that all
specified failure states will not be entered. Necessesity
ensures that the relative-timing constraints do not prohibit
the entrance of any other state, thereby maintaining maximal
concurrency.

•

•
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Reduces verification complexity exponentially
- Relative-timing based techniques do not need to model
clocks. Thus, we can achieve the same complexity of
the verification as that of untimed verification by avoiding explicitly modeling clocks.
- This facilitates the use of mature symbolic BDD based
methods, suggesting that we can handle significantly
larger systems than possible using explicit-timing based
approaches.
Facilitates tighter timing margins
- Relative timing constraints promote the use of circuits
with tighter timing margins. Designers are likely to be
more aggressive when verifying relative timing constraints than they are when verifying explicit upper and
lower bounds of all gate delays [3]. One possible reason
is that, in the former case, they can more easily consider
the correlation of gate delays across process variation.
Promotes easy incremental verification
- Many minor design changes such as transistor sizing,
layout, or technology/process migration can be easily
verifiable (e.g., simulation or bounded delay analysis of
acyclic graphs).

Background

Event-based models (such as Petri nets) explicitly represent
the notions of concurrency and causality. On the other hand,
state-based models (such as transition systems) provides a more
natural formal framework to describe the behavior of sequential
circuits and the behaviors that the circuit should not exhibit.

This work involves finding constraints on circuit paths that
restrict the circuit behavior. Because the circuit paths are closely
related to the causality in Petri nets we make use of both formalisms. In this section, we introduce the minimal background of
transition systems (TS) and Petri nets (PN) used in this paper. For
brevity, we assume that readers are familiar with transition systems and Petri nets, etc. For more detailed information, we refer
the reader to [1, 6, 7].

3.1 Transition Systems (TS)
A transition system (TS) is a quadruple TS = (S, E, T, sin),
where S is a set of states, E is a set of events, T is a transition
relation, T ⊆ S × E × S, and sin is an initial state. A transition (s,
e s′ . Note that a state graph SG,
e, s’) ∈ T can be denoted by s →
which is often used to illustrate the specification and behavior of
asynchronous circuits, is simply a binary encoded TS.

3.2 Petri nets (PN)
A Petri net (PN) is a quadruple N = (P, T, F, m0), where P is
a set of places, T is a set of transitions, F is a flow relation, F ⊆
(P × T) ∪ (T × P), and m0 is an initial marking. A marking is a
function that assigns to every place a non-negative number of
tokens. A transition t ∈ T is enabled at a marking if all its input
places have at least one token. When t is enabled, it may fire. The
firing of t removes one token from each of its input places and
deposits one token to each of its output places, leading to a new
marking.
Note that Petri nets explicitly express the notions of concurrency, causality and conflict which are needed to derive relative
timing constraints from behavioral models of sequential systems.
Note also that exhaustive token flow analysis yields a transition
system in which each state is a different marking.

4

Relative Timing Constraints

4.1 Failure transitions
In our methodology, the set of failure transitions is assumed
to either be explicitly or implicitly specified by the user and is
those set of transitions that the user does not want the circuit to
execute. In the most common scenario, these transitions are
implicitly specified to be the special TS failure transition which
disables a signal transition on a node, indicating the possibility of
a runt pulse (or hazard). In general, however, this set can be any
subset of a TS transition relation T. In practice, these failure transitions will be identified via untimed reachability analysis of the
circuit using existing formal verification techniques (e.g., [17, 18,
19]).

4.2 Delay of an event chain

An event of a TS is a signal transition in the specified circuit.
Each arc of the corresponding state graph (SG) is labeled with an
event, e.g., B+.
An event chain is a chain of events that occur along a single
path of a circuit. For example, looking at Figure 1, we see that
B+A-y- is an event chain.
The delay of an event chain is the sum of delays between
consecutive events of an event chain, e.g., DB+A-y- = DB+A- + DAy-.

4.3 Event PNs and Time Separation of Events (TSE)
An event PN is an acyclic Petri net describing the causality
of events. It contains a set of source transitions and a set of target
transitions. All places are assumed to have fixed delays that
model the corresponding gate delays. The time separation of two
events (TSE) in an event PN is the delay between two events in
an event PN. This delay can be expressed in terms of the delays
of the places of the event PN. When the event PN has a single
source place and no choice places, the TSE of an event pair is
well defined and can be evaluated by assigning the source place
to arrive at time zero and calculating the time that all events
occur. When multiple source places exist, however, then only
upper and lower bounds on the TSE can be found. To find
expressions for these bounds we rely on the simple longest-path
analysis described in [16]. Moreover, when the event PN contains choice places, each possible set of choices must be considered, also yielding bounds on the TSE.
Notice that in all cases the TSE expressions relate to delays
of gates along circuit paths that connect the signals corresponding to the events.

4.5 Event Triples
In a transition system (TS) with a set of failure transitions
(FT), an event triple (l, t, u) is defined as follows:
•

•
•

t is a target event which is a label of a failure transition
(causes a race),
e ∈ FT};
t ∈ T = {e | ∃ s →
t },
for each event t, let Q = {s | s →
l is a lower bound event which enters the set Q,
e s′ , where s ∉ Q and s’ ∈ Q};
l ∈ L = {e | ∃ s →
u is an upper bound event which escapes from the set Q and
is not in the set FT,
e s′ , where s ∈ Q, s’ ∉ Q and e ∉ FT}.
u ∈ U = {e | ∃ s →

The key idea of the paper is for a failure to occur the event t
must occur after any event l that leads to Q and before each event
u. Notice that if there are multiple u events for a pair of l and t
events, the event t must occur before any of those u events for

there to be a failure. The intuition here is that if any of the u
events occur before the t event, the circuit escapes from the dangerous set of states Q. Also, note that multiple l events for a given
t should be treated separately because the circuit may enter Q
through different l events. Notice how these conditions constrain
the time at which t can occur from both sides, i.e., the constraint
is two-sided.
These event-triple constraints can be formalized in terms of
time separation of events conditioned on the set Q. In particular,
for a given event triple, the conditions for a failure to occur is that
TSE(l, t) > 0 and TSE(t, u) > 0, where the event l must enter Q.
Our problem is thus translated to deriving expressions for TSE(l,
t) and TSE(t, u) in terms of the delay of paths in the circuit.
Notice also for relative timing constraints to exist for a given target failure event t, it must be the case that corresponding events l
and u must exist. We will discuss conditions for this to be the
case below.

Generate_RT_constraints (TS, FT)
begin
find_set_T;
R = ∅; /* R is a set of RT constraints (failure conditions) */
for each event t ∈ FT do
find_set_L;
find_set_U;
if U is not empty then
for each event l ∈ L do
r = 1; /* r is a RT constraint */
for each event u ∈ U do
/* r’ is a sub-constraint */
r’ = find_RT_constraint (l, t, u);
r = r ^ r’;
end for
R = R ∪ {r};
end for
else print (“warning: states in Q will become unreachable”);
exit;
end if
end for
return R;

4.6 Relative timing constraint for a target failure

end

In our methodology, multiple event triples may be formed
for each target failure event. For each event triple, as will be
explained below, we create an event PN with a minimal number
of source, or synchronization transitions. By analyzing this event
PN we derive expressions for two-sided timing constraints called
a relative timing (RT) constraint that dictates when the target failure can occur.
The most important observation in this paper may be that
two-sided constraints are needed to prevent only failure transitions, i.e., to avoid unnecessarily reducing concurrency thereby
causing false negatives. In general, these relative timing expressions contain both minimum and maximum operations. In many
circuits, however, they reduce to only two-sided constraints on
the delay of an event chain, making them relatively easy to verify.
Consider the example in Figure 1. The target event PN to
analyze is shown below:
A-

y-

B+

x+
Figure 2: event PN for the circuit in Figure 1

The target event chain to verify the circuit is B+x+ because the
correct circuit operation depends on the relative delay of the circuit path between B and x (with B and x rising) with respect to
other path delays in the PN. Notice that since the PN has a single
source it is easy to create a pair of simulation vectors to validate
these constraints. Alternatively, a more sophisticated analysis of
this acyclic graph using delay bounds [15] on gates or delay distributions can also be performed [16].

Figure 3: The algorithm to generate RT constraints
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Algorithms

This section describes preliminary algorithms we developed
to support relative timing based verification. The algorithms try
to address the following two core issues:
•
•

Existence: Does a set of relative-timing constraints exist for
which the circuit will work?;
Identification: If so, find a (minimal) set of constraints that
are sufficient (and necessary) to ensure the circuit works.

Figure 3 shows our algorithm to find a set of RT constraints
(if one exists). The input of this algorithm is a TS and a set of
failure transitions FT. It finds all target failures and forms an
event triple for each failure. For each event triple, it calls the
function find_RT_constraint (Figure 4) to find the corresponding
RT constraint.
To generate an event PN in the routine find_RT_constraint
we are currently exploring two possible approaches. The first
find_RT_constraint (l, t, u)
begin
find_event_PN (l, t, u); /* find an event PN from the event triple (l, t, u) */
find a (minimal) set of synchronization event SE from the event triple (l, t, u);
if SE contains more than one synchronization event se then
print (“Warning: Constraints will be conservative”);
end if
TSEu (l, t) = expression for upper bound of TSE (l, t) [16];
TSEu (t, u) = expression for upper bound of TSE (t, u) [16];
return the constraint {TSEu (l, t) > 0} ^ {TSEu (t, u) > 0};
end

Figure 4: The algorithm to find a RT constraint

approach relies on previous research showing that any elementary TS (ETS) can be mapped to a Petri net with a reachability
graph isomorphic to the original ETS [1]. Fortunately, an ETS
can be obtained from any non-elementary TS by label splitting
[1]. Label splitting is the process of re-labelling events with the
same label to remove explicit OR causality which cannot otherwise be easily expressed in Petri nets. Removing explicit OR causality also simplifies the task of finding our path constraints. One
advantage of this work is that it uses symbolic techniques thereby
allowing the analysis of very large state spaces. Unlike in [1],
however, only part of the PN need be created. While this suggests
that the computational cost of this step can be reduced, the details
of the implementation of this step must still be explored. One
potential problem with this approach, however, is that the assignment of delays to places is unclear when label splitting occurs.
Moreover, this approach has high complexity since the process of
forming the Petri net from an ETS involves solving an computationally expensive covering problem.
The second approach we are exploring is to adopt the work
by Yoneda et al. [19,20] in which gates are modeled with a
library of Petri nets. The main advantage of this approach is that
creating the Petri net model of a circuit is straight forward. The
circuit model, however, consists of a distributed set of Petri nets
rather than a monolithic net. A second advantage of this approach
is that the correspondence of delays on places and gate delays is
pre-determined in the Petri net gate library. To create an event PN
for a given event triple in this approach, we hope to use a form of
backward Petri net unfolding on the distributed Petri net models.
The details of this unfolding construction are part of our future
work.
We hope to prove the following two properties of our algorithms:
•

should have a common synchronization point. Our future work
includes a more careful refinement of these conditions.
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Examples

6.1 Static C-element
Figure 5 shows an example of a static C-element [3]. Figure
5(a) shows a state graph (SG) specification. All failure transitions
have been depicted to lead to special failure state labeled F for
emphasis. In the formal state graph definition, the failure transitions actually lead to the appropriate binary labeled states. Figure
5(b) is a sum-of product C-element circuit implementation. Figure 5(c) is the SG behavioral model of the circuit which is the TS
given to our algorithm. Figure 6(a) shows the event PNs for this
example. Figure 6(b) illustrates the path delays of the constraints
on the circuit found by our algorithm as follows.:
•

Proposition 1 If a single synchronization point exists, the
derived relative timing constraints removes only failure transitions;

Generate Chain Constraints:
1. T = {B-, A-}
2. For t = B-,
L = {C+}, U = {u3+}
3. Find an event PN and RT constraint for event triple
(C+, B-, u3+) ⇒
{TSE (C+, B-) > 0} and {TSE (B-, u3+) > 0)}
4. Find event PN and express TSEs from common
synchronization point: C+
TSE (C+, B-) = DC+B- - DC+
TSE (B-, u3+) = DC+u3+ - DC+B5. Thus, the constraint is: DC+ < DC+B- < DC+u3+
Repeat Step 2 to 5 for t = A6. t = A-, L = {C+}, U = {u2+}
7. (C+, A-, u2+) ⇒
000

000000

A+

Proposition 2 If the subset of states in the state graph SG
reachable only through non-failure transitions is strongly
connected, then event triples for each target failure will exist.
If the events in each event triple have a common synchronization point then the constraints will be both necessary and
sufficient.

010
110000
u1+

C-

110

State = [A B C]

C+
u2+

111
A-

A-

Bu2-

B-

u1

u3+
A-,B-

111110

011110

111101

B101101
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111111

u3101100

1011111

011111

011100

A

111100

B-

101

011

State = [A B C u1 u2 u3]

110100

C+

001

The first proposition would guarantee that our identification
procedure does not unnecessarily reduce the concurrency of the
circuit. We believe that the key to the proof of this proposition, as
mentioned earlier, will be our use of two-sided constraints.
If true, the second proposition would identify two conditions
which must be satisfied for our algorithm to successfully find relative timing constraints. The first condition guarantees that for
any target event t there will exist corresponding lower and upper
bound events. The second condition is that all event triples

010000

100000
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•
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001101
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101011
101010
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101001
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001011
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C-

A-
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001000

Figure 5: Static C-element: (a) specification SG, (b) sum-ofproducts C-element circuit, (c) behavioral model SG.
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Figure 6: (a) Event PNs, (b) path delays on the circuit
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6.2 A circuit requiring two-sided constraints
Figure 7 shows an example of a circuit which allows an
internal pulse but not a runt pulse, similar to the example in Figure 1. Figure 7(a) shows the SG specification, Figure 7(b) is a
circuit implementation, and Figure 7(c) is a SG behavioral mode.
Figure 8(a) shows the event PNs and Figure 8(b) illustrates the
path delays corresponding to the derived RT constraints.
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x
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The following procedure describes the application of our
algorithm:

Recall that the circuit will work “correctly” if and only if
none of these RT constraints are satisfied
In this example, the lower bound of each RT constraint is
trivially satisfied. This means that the derived RT constraint for
this simple example is single-sided. An example of a circuit
requiring two-sided constraints is shown next.

000
A+

A
B

(b)
Figure 8: (a) Event PN, (b) path delays on the circuit

{TSE (C+, A-) > 0} and {TSE (A-, u2+) > 0}
7. TSE (C+, A-) = DC+A- - DC+
TSE (A-, u2+) = DC+u2+ - DC+A9. Thus, the constraint is: DC+ < DC+A- < DC+u2+

100

y-

C

(b)
Figure 7: A circuit requiring two-sided constraints: (a) specification SG, (b) circuit, (c) behavioral model SG.

•

Generate Chain Constraints:
1. T = {A-, x+}
2. For t = A-,
L = {B+}, U = {x+, y+}
3. For each event triple (l, t, u) form sub-constraints in terms
of TSEs:
(i) (B+, A-, x+) ⇒ TSE (B+, A-) > 0 and TSE (A-, x+) > 0
(ii) (B+, A-, y+) ⇒ TSE (B+, A-) > 0 and TSE (A-, y+) > 0
4. Find event PN and expressions for TSEs
(i) TSE (B+, A-) = DB+A- - DB+
TSE (A-, x+) = DB+x+ - DB+A(ii) TSE (B+, A-) = DA+B+A- - DA+B+
TSE (A-, y+) = DA+y+ - DA+B+A5. Thus, the constraint is:
(DB+ < DB+A- < DB+x+) ^ (DA+B+ < DA+B+A- < DA+y+)
Repeat Step 2 to 5 for t = x+:
6. For t = x+, L = {A-}, U = {y-}
7. (A-, x+, y-) ⇒ TSE (A-, x+) > 0 and TSE (x+, y-) > 0
8. TSE (A-, x+) = DB+x+ - DB+ATSE (x+, y-) = DB+A-y- - DB+x+
9. Thus, the constraint is: DB+A- < DB+x+ < DB+A-y-

This example shows two important features: (1) multiple
sub-constraints in a single RT constraint when multiple u (escaping) events exist and (2) derivation of two-sided constraints (on
DB+x+) which are composed of three different path delays.
Notice that if we had only a single-sided constraints here, such as
DB+x+ < DB+A-y-, we would remove good states, such as states
11010, 11011, 11111 in this example, which in general may lead
to worse circuit performance or false negatives.
For simplicity of exposition, these examples included only
static gates. However, the proposed procedure can be directly
applied to self-resetting and clock-delayed domino circuits by

creating corresponding gate models (e.g., a Petri net model of a
dynamic NAND gate).
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Conclusions

We presented novel verification techniques for supporting
the design of aggressive timed and advanced domino circuits.
These techniques identify a set of two-sided path delay constraints that are sufficient to guarantee the circuit works as
expected.
We are currently refining and implementing these algorithms
(using symbolic techniques) and hope to soon be able to demonstrate their effectiveness on both aggressively designed synchronous and asynchronous circuits and subsequently its utility to
circuit designers.
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